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By Jules Verne

AEGYPAN, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.LOST ON AN ISLAND Five Union soldiers in the
American Civil War escape in a balloon. Driven by tremendous find themselves castaways on a
strange island somewhere deep in the Pacific Ocean. They call it Lincoln Island -- and through luck,
pluck and the help from a mysterious hidden benefactor, they not only survive but become more
like colonists than castaways. With their leader -- an engineer named Cyrus Smith -- they recreate
the wonders of nineteenth century civilization with what they find on the island. Along the way, the
colonists rescue Ayrton (a character from another Jules Verne novel, In Search of the Castaways )
who has been living like a wild creature. In this book, the third part of The Mysterious Island, they
must deal with Ayrton s former shipmates -- bloodthirsty pirates . . . and discover The Secret of the
Island. Namely, their mysterious benefactor, who turns out to be none other than one of the most
famous characters of science fiction -- with his wonderful invention!.
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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